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Abstract. Service composition supports the automatic construction of
value-added distributed applications. However, this is nowadays mainly a
static affair, with compositions being built once and for all. Moving from
a static to a dynamic world, where both available services and needs may
change, requires automated techniques to correct broken compositions.
Recomposition is a working solution but it requires to rebuild compo-
sition models from scratch. With graph planning as the service compo-
sition framework, we propose repair as an alternative to recomposition.
Rather than discarding broken compositions, repair reuses and corrects
them for fast generating new service compositions. Our approach is com-
pletely tool-supported. This enables us to compare repair and recompo-
sition using both a case study and a data set from a service composition
benchmark framework.

1 Introduction and Motivating Example

Software architects benefit from automatic service composition (ASC) techniques
and tools [27, 8, 16] to foster the rapid design, implementation and deployment
of distributed applications. Still, ASC enables a more dynamic and on-demand
way to develop software, where end-users directly expose their needs to composi-
tion engines. The conjunction of technical developments (ubiquitous computing
and service pervasiveness), social usages (smart devices equipment rate and user
nomadism), together with an adequate business model (cloud computing) makes
this vision a close reality. Still, ASC has to support the automatic evolution of
compositions, taking into account changes both in the needs of the (possibly
mobile) end-users and in the services availability.

A motivating example: the eMeet scenario. Let us imagine the following
scenario. Alice is on her way to meet a friend, Bob, who works at a University.
To reach him, Alice needs an itinerary map. Since she could get out of her
way inadvertently, Alice wants that itinerary can be updated. To achieve her
goals, Alice can use services in her vicinity (Fig. 1): M:map (localized map),
M:way (itinerary map from location p1 to location p2), F:gps (friend position),
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Fig. 1. eMeet scenario – architecture (left) and services (right)

U:reg (guest registration), U:info (faculty member information), U:ogps (office
location), U:office (closest office), :gps (own position), info (friend id and lab).
Services are equipped with semantic descriptions to support their automatic
discovery and composition. These refer to GPS positions (gps), social network
ids and passwords (fid, fp), names and labs (n, lab), faculty ids, office ids, and
visitor authorization tokens (id, off, vt), maps and itineraries (map, way).

Alice wants a way to Bob (wayab) and agrees to give her name (na), her social
network information (fida, fpa) and Bob’s name (nb). Using a service composi-
tion algorithm, e.g., based on chaining between service inputs/output one would
obtain that one must first call :gps to get Alice’s position, :info and then F:gps
to get Bob’s one, and finally M:way to get an itinerary from Alice to Bob.

Solving out broken compositions. Let us now suppose that Alice moves and
looses the GPS signal. The found composition gets broken (no :gps service).

A first solution is replacement, i.e., replacing a broken (disappeared, faulty,
or with a bad QoS) service by another one. There are different solutions for this,
a typical one is that service s′ can replace service s if it produces more outputs
using less inputs. Replacement is an efficient technique as far as computation
time is concerned (one comparison with each available service). It also yields
compositions resembling to the original ones, which is desirable both for technical
(commitment to used services) and social (transparency of the process) reasons.
A limit of replacement is that a broken service often cannot be replaced by a
unique one. It is the case in our example. The only other way to get a gps
position for Alice is by calling three services, namely U:reg, U:office, and U:ogps.
Further, while replacement can deal with broken services, it cannot deal with
added composition needs since in such a case no service is there to be replaced.

A second solution, that deals both with broken services and new needs is
recomposition, i.e., computing a new composition. However, this means re-
building models used in the underlying composition technique, while parts of
them may still be valid. Substitution is often used as a generic term for the
way to react to some service that has to be replaced. Technically, in case of 1-1
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substitution we will refer to it as replacement, while in case of 1-n substitution
we will refer to it as recomposition (causal input/output relation between the n
services have to be computed). It should be noted that recomposition goes fur-
ther, since computing a brand new composition may result in using a completely
different set of services and hence would correspond to a kind of n-m substitution.

Contributions. To correct broken service compositions, we propose repair as
an alternative solution that goes beyond the limits of service replacement while
avoiding recomposition. This technique aims not only at keeping most of the
above mentioned models as-is (i.e., not recompute them), but also take benefit
from them while computing a corrected composition. As such, repair is a form
of heuristic and guided partial recomposition. In case of 1-1 substitution, repair
performs as replacement and is as efficient. In other cases and for added needs,
repair yields better computation time than recomposition while retrieving solu-
tions of the same quality. Setting up composition in the AI planning domain,
we propose to apply plan repair principles [22] to ASC. We evaluate and com-
pare our repair algorithm with reference to planning-based recomposition, i.e.,
replanning, using both a case study and a data set generated with a standard
ASC benchmark framework. Our approach is completely tool-equipped, includ-
ing going beyond models, i.e., reading ontologies and service descriptions files
and generating WS-BPEL orchestrations.

Organization. Preliminaries on AI planning are given in Sect. 2. Thereafter,
our formal models and the application of AI planning to ASC are given in Sect. 2.
Our repair algorithm and its principles are presented in Sect. 4. Details on our
prototype implementation and experimental comparative evaluation of repair vs.
recomposition are given in Sect. 5. Related work is presented in Sect. 6 and we
end up with conclusions and our perspectives in Sect. 7.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce AI planning [12]. It been applied with success to
service composition [25, 7], among others due to its support for under-specified
composition requirements which are well-suited to end-user composition.

Definition 1. Given a finite set L = {p1, . . . , pn} of proposition symbols, a
planning problem [12] is a triple P = ((S,A, γ), s0, g), where:

– S ⊆ 2L is a set of states.
– A is a set of actions, an action a being a couple (pre, effects+) where
pre(a) ⊆ L and effects+(a) ⊆ L denote respectively the preconditions and
the (positive) effects of a.

– γ is a state transition function such that, for any state s where pre(a) ⊆ s,
γ(s, a) = s ∪ effects+(a).

– s0 ∈ S and g ⊆ L are respectively the initial state and the goal.
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The definition in [12] takes into account predicates and constant symbols which
are then used to define states (ground atoms made with predicates and con-
stants). We directly use propositions here. It also includes negative effects of
actions. Since we do not use them in our approach we remove them for clarity.

A plan is a sequence of actions π = a1; . . . ; ak such that ∃s1 ∈ S, . . . , sk ∈
S, s1 = s0, ∀i ∈ [1, k], precond(ai) ∈ si−1∧γ(si−1, ai) = si. Different algorithms
have been proposed to solve planning problems and get plans from them, e.g.,
depending on whether they are building the underlying graph structure in a
forward (from initial state) or backward (from goal) way. We propose to use an
algorithm based on planning graphs [4] since they yield a compact representation
of relations between actions and represent the whole problem world. Even after
some changes, whole parts of planning graphs would then still be valid. Moreover,
recent works have demonstrated the suitability of this model for ASC [3, 32].

A planning graph G is a directed acyclic leveled graph (see, Fig. 2). The
levels alternate proposition levels Pi and action levels Ai. The initial proposition
level P0 contains the initial propositions (s0). The planning graph is constructed
from P0 using a polynomial algorithm. An action a is put in layer Ai iff pre(a) ⊆
Pi−1 and then effects+(a) ⊆ Pi. The planning graph actually explores multiple
search paths at the same time when expanding the graph, which stops at a
layer Ak iff the goal is reached (g ⊆ Ak) or in case of a fixpoint (Ak = Ak−1).
In the former case there exists at least a solution, while in the later there is
not. Solution(s) can be obtained using backward search from the goal. Planning
graphs whose computation has stopped at level k enable to retrieve all solutions
up to this level (while other planning techniques are only able to retrieve a single
one). Additionally, planning graphs enable to retrieve solutions in a concise form,
taking benefit of actions that can be done in parallel (denoted with ||).

3 Models

A service signature is made up of a set of operations which can be described
in terms of their inputs and outputs. Still, service being developed by different
third-parties, one can hardly imagine, and further, achieve service interoper-
ability at the service signature level. Semantic annotations help in solving this
issue [27]. Therefore, we associate semantic information to inputs and outputs.

Definition 2. Given a set D of concepts, a service w is a set Op of operations
where for each o in Op, in(o) ⊆ D (resp. out(o) ⊆ D) denote the inputs (resp.
the outputs) of o.

Our service model can be related to WSDL, with semantic annotations for
inputs and outputs described using SAWSDL and ontologies supporting anno-
tations described using OWL. Most Web services currently posted online are
stateless black boxes (no conversations). For example, numerous services listed
by webservicelist.com and xmethods.net are this kind of Web services, with ca-
pabilities that range from checking stock prices, weather, or driving directions
to calculating currency exchanges, mortgages, etc. Therefore, for each service w
with n operations o1, . . . , on we may do as if we had n services w : o1, . . . , w : on.
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Definition 3. A service composition problem is a triple (W,Din, Dout), where
W is a set of services, Din are provided inputs, and Dout are expected outputs.

Following [32], it is possible to map a service composition problem (W, Din,
Dout) to a planning problem P = ((S,W, γ), Din, Dout) with service inputs be-
ing mapped to action preconditions (in(w) 7→ pre(w)) and outputs to positive
effects (out(w) 7→ effects+(w)). Plans can be encoded in any orchestration lan-
guage with assignment and sequence operators, e.g., WS-BPEL. Additionally,
planning graphs enable to retrieve plans with parallel invocations. These can be
encoded using parallel operations (WS-BPEL flow).

Application. The planning graph for our example is given in Fig. 2. To keep
figures legible, in a layer Pi we draw only data that is used in some layer Aj,j>i.
We do not draw a service in a layer Ai if it is already in some layer Aj,j<i, unless
if its input data can be re-generated meanwhile. Finally, in the sequel we will not
take into consideration the fact that M:way can be used in layer A3 to produce
wayba (it is dual to it producing wayab). Backtracking from the goal, we get a
plan, ( :info || :gps ) ; F:gps ; M:way, which can flattened into two sequential
plans: :info ; :gps ; F:gps ; M:way and :gps ; :info ; F:gps ; M:way.

4 Repairing Service Compositions

4.1 Change Modelling

Service composition should be considered in a world that is subject to change.
Accordingly, a service composition problem model, (W,Din, Dout), should be
updated to accommodate inputs (Din), goals (Dout) and service (W ) changes.

Goals may change, some getting out of interest while new ones may appear.
We denote them respectively with D−out and D+

out. Services become unavailable
due to many reasons, e.g., network failure or user mobility, and accordingly new
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Fig. 3. Planing graph for WSC1 after removal of :gps (recomposition)

services may appear. We denote them respectively with W− and W+. We may
then set D′out = Dout\D−out ∪D+

out and W ′ = W\W− ∪W+.
When change has to be considered during execution, we update Din to the

state of the partially executed composition. We also update Din if the inputs of
the service composition problem change. In other cases, we haveD′in = Din. Find-
ing a solution for an updated problem may require to rollback an executed ser-
vice, w, and accordingly its effects. We do not constraint how the effects are can-
celed (operation in the same service or not), but we set D′in = Din\effects+(w).

With this modelling, change yields a new service composition problem, (W ′,
D′in, D

′
out), and, in turn, a new planning problem, P ′ = ((S′,W ′, γ′), D′in,D′out).

Application. In our example we have D′in = Din, D−out = D+
out = W+ = ∅,

and W− = { :gps}. Using recomposition on the planning graph we get Fig. 3.
One can see that an important part of the graph is rebuilt, before a new part is
grown and yields a composition solution, either :info ; ( U:reg || F:gps ) ; U:office
; U:ogps ; M:way (way between the building next to Alice and Bob’s position),
or info ; U:reg ; ( U:office || U:info ) ; ( U:ogps || U:ogps ) ; M:way (itinerary
between the building next to Alice and Bob’s office).

4.2 Repair Algorithm

Broken preconditions and broken plans. After impacting change, we get a
partial planning graph G with a set of Broken Preconditions BPGm∈[1,n], BP

G
m ⊆

Pi. BP
G
n are unsatisfied goals, while BPGm∈[1,n−1] are inputs of actions in Am+1

that are no longer available. Let A be a set of actions, we denote out(A) (resp.
in(A)) the set

⋃
a∈A out(a) (resp. the set

⋃
a∈A in(a)). We have BPGm∈[1,n−1] =

{p ∈ in(Am+1)|p 6∈ Din

⋃
k∈[1,m] out(Ak)} andBPGn = {p ∈ Dout|p 6∈ Din

⋃
k∈[1,n]

out(Ak)}. We may also focus on a given plan, say π. Let πi be the set of ac-
tions in π at step m. Due to π computation with the planning graph we have
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Fig. 4. Broken preconditions at level m, m ≤ n (basic repair)

πm ⊆ Am. We have then broken preconditions related to π, BPπm∈[1,n−1] = {p ∈
in(πm+1)|p 6⊆ Din

⋃
k∈[1,m] out(πk)} and BPπn = {p ∈ Dout|p 6∈ Din

⋃
k∈[1,n]

out(πk)}. Note that BPGm and BPπm are incomparable.

We then proceed as follows. If π is not broken (∀m ∈ [1, n], BPπm = ∅) we
have nothing to do. π is still a valid solution. Else, we run our algorithm for
BPπ (hence, in the sequel, we will use BPm for BPπm for simplicity). Note that
if π is broken but G is not (∀m ∈ [1, n], BPGm = ∅) then there is still at least
a solution in G, which we may retrieve using backtracking. However, this may
yield a solution which is very different from π. Running our algorithm we try
first to get a resembling solution. If this fails, any other solution will be found
too by the algorithm.

Repair principles. For a proposition level where BPm is not empty (Fig. 4 (a)),
we search for candidate services A which can produce BPm and insert them into
action level m (Fig. 4 (b)). This promotes shorter repair solutions. Sometimes,
the lower proposition level Pm−1 does not contain all the inputs needed by A.
We then insert A into a new action level m+1 (Fig. 4 (c)). By doing this, we can
use more propositions since Pm−1 ⊆ Pm but increase the plan length by one.

This technique can fail if we cannot find a set of services A that produce
all the broken preconditions in BPm. As a solution we may degrade our basic
repair principle. If it is not the goal layer (m < n), we remove the unrepairable
part (Fig. 5). New broken preconditions may appear at level m + 1 and will
be treated in a next iteration. If it is the goal layer (m = n), then there is no
solution, neither with repair nor with recomposition. Degraded repair increases
computation time wrt. basic repair since it gets closer to recomposition. Still, it
enables to find a solution whenever it exists.
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Repair algorithms. The main algorithm is the graph repair algorithm, Algo-
rithm 1. It corresponds to the repair principles that are applied for each layer
with broken preconditions, starting with the upper layer first. Once we get a re-
paired graph, a solution is computed with backward search, as with replanning.

Algorithm 1 G′= Repair(G,W )

inputs: partial planning graph G with size n, available services W
outputs: repaired planning graph or fail

1: while ∃BPi, i ∈ [1, n], BPi 6= ∅ do
2: m = max {i ∈ [1, n]|BPi 6= ∅};
3: candidates = {w ∈W |out(w) ∩BPm 6= ∅};
4: if BPm ⊆ out(candidates) then {//fixable}
5: {A,C} = SelectServices(candidates, G, BPm, m);
6: if C = ∅ then {//insert A into action level m}
7: Am = Am ∪A; Pm = Pm ∪ out(A); BPm = ∅;
8: else {//add A into action level m + 1}
9: {A,C} = SelectServices(candidates, G,BPm, m + 1);

10: insert a new proposition level Pm+1 and a new action level Am+1;
11: Am+1 = A; Pm+1 = Pm ∪ out(A); BPm+1 = ∅;
12: BPm = in(A)\(Pm\BPm);
13: else {// not directly fixable}
14: if degradeOption = no ∨m = n then {// no degradation or last layer}
15: return fail

16: else {//degradation is possible}
17: Am+1 = {a ∈ Am+1 | in(a) ∩BPm = ∅}; Pm+1 = out(Am+1)
18: BPm = ∅; recompute BPm+1

In this algorithm, SelectServices (Alg. 2) is in charge of selecting the best
services from candidate services to obtain some broken preconditions.

It is a greedy search algorithm. We use (1) and (2) to select the best services.
The evaluation depends on the layer where w is to be added. At the highest level
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Algorithm 2 {Wselected, BPnew} = SelectServices(candidates, G, BPold, m)

inputs: candidate services candidates, planning graph G whose highest level is n,
broken preconditions BPold, level m where services to be added
outputs: selected services Wselected, new broken precondition BPnew

1: Wselected = ∅;BPnew = ∅;
2: while BPold 6= ∅ do
3: w ∈ candidates is the best services by (1) or (2), depending on m;
4: candidates = candidates\w; Wselected = Wselected ∪ {w};
5: BPold = BPold\out(w); BPnew = BPnew ∪ in(w)\Pm−1;
6: return {Wselected, BPnew};

n, we define:

f1(w,G,m) =
|BPn ∩ out(w)|

maxΩ
×2+

|in(w) ∩ Pm−1|
maxPi

− |in(w)− Pm−1|
maxPe

, if m = n;

(1)
where |BPn ∩ out(w)| is the number of unimplemented goals that can be imple-
mented by w; |in(w)∩Pm−1| is the number of w inputs that can be provided by
propositions in Pm−1; |in(w)−Pm−1| is the number of w inputs that cannot be
provided by propositions in Pm−1. This set needs to be added into BP if w is
added. maxΩ , maxPi, and maxPe are the maximum value of the nominators in
the neighborhood respectively to normalize each term. The first term is given a
weight of 2 to increase its significance.

If w is to be added in another layer (m < n) then the evaluation function is:

f2(w,G,m) = f1(w,G,m) +

∑
i∈[m,n] |BPi ∩ out(w)|

maxBP
, if m < n; (2)

Compared to (1), the added term (
∑
i∈[m,n] |BPi ∩ out(w)|) is the number

of the broken propositions in the level Pm and above that can be satisfied by w
outputs. maxBP is the maximum value in the neighborhood to normalize each
term. For clarity, we have not put selection exception cases. To ensure repair
termination, we do not select services that would reproduce the same set of
broken preconditions (B = C), nor do we select a service that has been removed
in degraded mode.

According to [4], the size of the full planning graph is polynomial to the size
of services and the size of propositions. In the worst case, Algorithm 1 explores
all the possible paths in the graph, therefore it terminates in polynomial time.

Application. The application of repair to our example is given in Fig. 6. We
begin (a) with BP2 = {gpsa}. We select A = {U : ogps} but since in(A) =
{offa} 6⊆ P1 we add a new level and add A in the new action layer (b). Still, BP2

(now {offa}) is not empty. We then select A = {U : office} and since in(A) =
{vta} 6⊆ P1 we add again a new level (c). We then observe that BP2 = ∅ since
in(A) ⊆ P2. There is no more any BPi 6= ∅ so repair has succeeded. We find the
solution which is the closest to the original one, namely :info ; ( U:reg || F:gps )
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Fig. 6. Planing graph for WSC1 after removal of :gps (repair)

; U:office ; U:ogps ; M:way. As one can see, the new graph is grown on top of the
existing one and computed parts are smaller than with recomposition (Fig. 3).

5 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Criteria

In order to evaluate efficiency and quality of repair vs. recomposition (replan-
ning), we use four criteria. Composition Time is the time to get the first feasible
solution or report nonexistence of it. Time Steps and Number of Services are
respectively the number of layers and the number of services used in the solu-
tion. Smaller values lead to more parallelism and less invocations, hence more
efficiency at execution time. We assume here that all services have the same
execution cost. A perspective is to take into account QoS both in the service
model and our heuristic service selection. Finally, Plan Stability [9] given two
plans π and π′ is defined as the number of actions in π not in π′ plus the number
of actions in π′ not in π. Stability is beneficial for transparency and for keeping
commitment to services.

5.2 Implementation and Benchmark

The PGA tool. Our approach is fully automated thanks to a tool we have im-
plemented in Java, PGA (Planning Graph with Adaptation). PGA includes three
main algorithms. The first one is a Java implementation of the standard graph
planning algorithm [4]. It is used to build the original planning graph for a service
composition problem and to find a solution for it (or detect there is none). The
second algorithm is used to apply change on a planning graph. One may then
either call the first algorithm to perform replanning, or use the third one, which
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implements our repair technique. As far as input files are concerned, PGA can
read an OWL file describing ontology concepts and a set of Web service interfaces
described in WSDL. Note that the later are annotated with a simple extension
mechanism instead of using full-fledged SAWSDL. PGA is also connected to the
WSC platform4 which is used to generate WS-BPEL orchestrations from XML
descriptions of compositions.

Experimental benchmark. PGA has been used to generate solutions for our
example (represented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6). However, this example contains only
20 ground concepts (gpsa, gpsb, na, nb, etc.) and 18 operations (corresponding
to the operations in Fig. 1, with duplicates due to genericity, e.g., we have two
M:map operations, one for gpsa and one for gpsb). To perform comparison of
recomposition and repair, we needed a larger benchmark.

The WSC testset generator is a tool that enables to compare service compo-
sition algorithms by generating sets of semantically annotated service interfaces.
We use a data set with 351 services. The services can use in their input and
output messages parameters in a list of 2891 parameters which are from 6209
instances of 3081 semantic concepts. Given a solution depth, the data genera-
tor generates several groups of solutions, each of which has the given solution
depth. The solution groups do not share services. Within a group, some services
can directly substitute others as they use the same input set and produce the
same outputs. The generator randomly generates a lot of “padding” Web ser-
vices around the services used in solutions. These “padding” services do not have
the outputs that can be used by the services within a solution. The data set has
four solution groups (1–4) with respectively 9, 18, 19, and 27 levels.

5.3 Experiment Results

We present here the comparative evaluation made for repair and replanning in
case of service removal and with group 1 (initial solution: 9 layers and 10 services)
Each point is obtained from the average of 100 independent runs. We remove
different percentage of services from the service set. We stop at 30% since after
it the success rate both for repair and replanning falls down below 50%.

Figure 7(left) shows that our repair algorithm is faster than replanning. Fig-
ure 7(right) compares the quality of the solutions. We can see that repair retrieve
solutions with the same quality than replanning (plots at superposed).

6 Related Work

Service composition has been studied under various assumptions and models [27,
8, 16]. Among these, planning has successfully been used to support under-
specified composition requirements [25, 7]. Still, to quote [24], service compo-
sition is today largely a static affair. In this paper we address the evolution and
adaptation of composition under changes.

4 http://ws-challenge.georgetown.edu/wsc09/software.html
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Fig. 7. Repair vs. replanning – composition time (thick: repair, thin:replanning) and
quality (same for repair/replanning, •/blue: services, +/red: levels, ∗/green: distance)

When the issue is to react to a disappeared or faulty service, or to a service
with a bad QoS, strict replacement can be used, e.g., [10, 13, 6] for some recent
works. Some works support a less strict notion of replacement, e.g., with trans-
formers to solve out message mismatching [20]. Replacement is limited to 1-1
substitution. Further, it focuses on finding replacement for broken services, while
solving a broken composition may require removing other ones. Supporting the
substitution of one service by several ones, and using repair degradation, our
algorithm has therefore higher success rate than replacement.

Going further than 1-1 substitution, supporting both 1-n substitution and
added needs, can be done with recomposition, i.e., running a composition algo-
rithm on an updated composition problem. Any algorithm defined for service
composition [27, 8, 16] would apply there, including many ones based on some
form of planning, e.g., using heuristic search [19, 23], linear programming [31],
automated reasoning [14, 29]. In our previous works we have proposed to build
on planning graphs [32, 3]. In this paper we have thoroughly compared our re-
pair algorithm wrt. graph planning recomposition. We get solutions of the same
quality in less computation time.

A complementary domain of research is software adaptation, devoted to the
generation of mediators (also called software adaptors, or simply adaptors) to
solve mismatch between components or services [28]. Software adaptation can
be used as a composition technique (when adapting between the composition
need and available services). It can also be used as a repair technique that keeps
the original (broken) composition unmodified and builds a mediator in between
this and available services. This technique has been employed for 1-1 replacement
(adaptation between one client and one server), e.g., in [5, 21]. Some other works
have applied software adaptation in the large between n services, e.g., [17, 1].
Computing a mediator is as expensive as computing a composition. Our repair
technique then share the same benefits wrt. software adaptation than wrt. re-
composition. Moreover, n-ary adaptation applies to services with conversations,
hence it requires that the services to adapt are previously discovered (which is
complex in case of conversations). Our repair technique does not require this
since it takes the assumption that services have no conversation.
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Composition repair and reuse has been proposed for fault recovery. Substi-
tution and compensation actions are predefined in [10]. Whenever an erroneous
condition is encountered, the execution of the process is stopped and a repair
plan generated by automated reasoning is inserted and executed. [18] proposes
to substitute the faulty services and rebind to new services, or completely re-
compose a solution. Still, [18] does not present specific solutions to these strate-
gies. [2] proposes a language to define the substitution actions and uses them
in a self-healing mechanism implemented in the JBOSS rule engine. In work-
flow management, people also study how to dynamically handle failures. For
example, [11] proposes mechanisms like termination of failed activity instances
and replanning. Considering possible new opportunities is another motivation
for composition evolution. [15] alternates planning and execution of the compo-
sition in order to adapt to new opportunities. Compared the above work, our
method can be used for both fault recovery and plan evolution.

Plan Repair has been introduced in AI planning. [22] claims that repair is
not better than planning in the worst case, still in many cases the new planning
problem resembles the original one, hence repair is a technique that works in
practice. We have proposed a preliminary service composition repair technique
in [30]. But for its objective (repair vs. recompose), it is not a direct ancestor of
the approach we have presented here. The [30] algorithm degraded into backward
search whenever a service without a possible (1-1 or 1-n) substitution at the same
layer was removed. Also, the service selection process could lead to dead-ends,
i.e., repair failure while there was indeed a solution to the broken composition.
Using layer insertion and repair degradation we are able to avoid these draw-
backs. Performing comparison, using WSC generated testsets, between the [30]
algorithm and the one presented here, we achieve a stable quality of the solutions
but a better success rate and shorter composition time.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Automatically generated service compositions may get broken upon change in
their envisioned environment, e.g., upon service disappearance, service failure, or
added needs. We have addressed this issue with a repair approach based on plan-
ning graphs, an alternative to replacement and to recomposition. Our approach
is completely automatic and tool-equipped. Repair does as good as replacement
when 1-1 substitution is possible, but goes beyond this limit, supporting 1-n/n-m
substitution and added needs. Empirical evaluation has shown that repair gets
solutions of the same quality than recomposition in better computation time.
Repair may sometimes fail to find a solution while one is found with recompo-
sition. To overcome this issue, we have proposed degradation techniques in our
repair algorithm. Experiments have shown that in practice we still get better
computation time with repair than with recomposition.

So far, we have compared our repair algorithm with the standard planning
graph algorithm. It would be interesting to further compare our repair technique
with more recomposition algorithms, especially those in AI replanning studies.
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In this paper we took into account that many services do not expose a conversa-
tion. A promising direction is to support more expressive models [16] with both
service conversations and a rich conversation-based requirement language. We
made a first step in this direction with a technique based on planning graphs
for the composition of services with conversations in [26]. QoS models could also
enrich our heuristic service selection process. By now, our PGA tool is only used
to repair broken compositions at the model and process level, not for running
instances. The next step is then to study its integration in an existing runtime
monitoring and adaptation framework for services composition such as [20].
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